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Background: Screening in subjects with left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) reveals a high prevalence of Fabry
disease (FD). Often, a diagnosis is uncertain because characteristic clinical features are absent and genetic
variants of unknown significance (GVUS) in the α-galactosidase A (GLA) gene are identified. This carries a risk of
misdiagnosis, inappropriate counselling and extremely expensive treatment. We developed a diagnostic algorithm
for adults with LVH (maximal wall thickness (MWT) of N12 mm), GLA GVUS and an uncertain diagnosis of FD.
Methods: A Delphi method was used to reach a consensus between FD experts. We performed a systematic review
selecting criteria on electrocardiogram,MRI and echocardiography to confirmor exclude FD. Criteria for a definite or
uncertain diagnosis and a gold standard were defined.
Results: A definite diagnosis of FDwas defined as follows: a GLAmutation with≤5% GLA activity (leucocytes, mean
of reference value, males only) with ≥1 characteristic FD symptom or sign (neuropathic pain, cornea verticillata,

angiokeratoma) or increased plasma (lyso)Gb3 (classical male range) or familymembers with definite FD. Subjects
with LVH failing these criteria have a GVUS and an uncertain diagnosis. The gold standardwas defined as character-
istic storage in an endomyocardial biopsy on electronmicroscopy. Abnormally low voltages on ECG and severe LVH
(MWT N 15 mm) b20 years exclude FD. Other criteria were rejected due to insufficient evidence.
Conclusions: In adults with unexplained LVH and a GLA GVUS, severe LVH at young age and low voltages on ECG
exclude FD. If absent, an endomyocardial biopsy with electron microscopy should be performed.
© 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Fabry disease (FD; OMIM 301500 [2]) is an X-linked lysosomal
storage disorder caused by a deficiency of α-galactosidase A (AGAL-A).
ypertrophy;HCM,hypertrophic
ha-galactosidase A gene;MWT,
n significance; ERT, enzyme re-

ability and freedom from bias of

31 20 6917682.
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Estimated birth prevalence range between 1:40.000 and 110.000 [3–5].
Over 670 mutations in the α-galactosidase A (GLA) gene have been de-
scribed [6], mostly appearing in single families. Since the availability of
enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) screening in newborns, high risk
populations, as well as individual case finding is increasing [7–16].
These screening studies report a surprisingly highprevalence of FD in sub-
jects with left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) (range, 0–12%). However,
while the pathogenicity of some GLA mutations is well described, the
subjects identified through screening often have a GLA genetic variant/
mutation of unknown significance (GVUS) [17–19].

Interestingly, most males with such GVUS demonstrate significant
residual AGAL-A enzyme activity, in contrast to the absent or near
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absent enzyme activity in classically affected males [5]. Moreover, most
subjects identified through screening are lacking characteristic classical
Fabry signs or symptoms such as neuropathic pain, angiokeratoma or cor-
nea verticillata, but present with a single, non-specific Fabry sign such as
cryptogenic stroke, proteinuria or LVH, all associated with other more
common diseases [20]. Because these subjects have symptoms restricted
to single organs, they were coined as cardiac, renal or late onset variants
of the disease [21,22]. In addition, while classically affected males invari-
ably have significant elevations in plasma globotriaosylsphingosine
(lysoGb3), non-classical FD patients and subjects with a non-pathogenic
GLA mutation, such as p.D313Y, have low or normal levels [23–25].
While some still consider the p.D313Y mutation pathogenic [26,27], it
has been shown that this mutation results in a pseudo-deficiency of
AGAL-A in plasma, with only minimally reduced enzyme activity in cell
expression models [28]. Another example of advancing insight concerns
the p.A143T mutation, which is frequently identified through screening
studies. However, in subjects with this variant presenting with LVH or
kidney failure, no characteristic Gb3 deposits were found in biopsies
[17]. These examples show that the lack of unequivocal definitions for a
definite FD diagnosis leads to difficult clinical dilemmas with a risk of
misdiagnosis. Early diagnosis of a true FD patient is of great importance
to offer adequate support, but prompt identification of those without FD
is of equal importance to avoid distress in families and inappropriate
initiation of ERT, an invasive and extremely expensive treatment.

As part of the Hamlet study [1], designed to address the uncer-
tainties related to diagnosing FD, we aimed to gain international
consensus on a diagnostic algorithm for adult subjects presenting with
LVH (maximal wall thickness in diastole (MWTd) of N12 mm) with an
uncertain diagnosis of FD, harbouring a GVUS in the GLA gene.

2. Methods

2.1. Delphi participants

We used a modified Delphi procedure [29] to gain a consensus. The voting panel
consisted of internists with expertise in the diagnosis and general management of FD
and cardiologists with expertise in FD cardiomyopathy.

2.2. Pre-selection of voting items

A proposal was made for definitions of a definite and uncertain diagnosis of FD, and
the gold standard (by MB, CH, BS, and LT). A systematic review was performed to find
criteria on electrocardiogram (ECG), cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) or echo-
cardiography that could be used to either exclude FD (exit criteria) or confirm a diagnosis
of FD (entry criteria). PubMed and EMBASE were searched from 1980 till October 2012
with the following search terms: Fabry disease, heart, cardiac, cardiomyopathy, cardiac
hypertrophy, LVH, ECG, ultrasound and CMR, including synonyms and MesH terms. In-
cludedwere peer reviewed English written studies in adult human subjects. Titles and ab-
stracts were screened and cross-referencing was performed. Corresponding authors were
contacted if additional clarificationwas required. Criteria qualifiedwhen theywere direct-
ly compared to other subtypes of hypertrophic cardiomyopathies (HCM) [30] and when
sensitivity and specificity could be calculated.We accepted an entry criterion for a diagno-
sis of FD only if therewas a specificity of N90% (i.e. the presence of this criterion confirms a
diagnosis of FD; there are no or only very few false positives) and an exit criterion only if
the prevalence of this criterion was b10% in FD (i.e. the presence of this criterion in FD is
very unlikely, and is specific for other subtypes of HCM).

2.3. Validation of pre-selected criteria

Validation of the pre-selected criteria in patients similar to those identified through
screening for LVH is of importance, since the selected criteria from the literature were pri-
marily based upon patients with classical FD versus controls. Criteria that are specific or sen-
sitive in a classically affected group may not necessarily have similar diagnostic accuracy in
non-classical FD patients. To determine specificity and sensitivity, the pre-selected criteria
were applied to Dutch patients presenting with LVH only (LVH defined as interventricular
septal wall thickness of≥12mm and/or left ventricular mass of≥48 g/height in m2.7 for fe-
males, and ≥51 g/height in m2.7 for males [31]). These patients were divided into two
groups. A ‘positive group’ consisted of patients presentingwith LVH only and histological ev-
idence of a specific storage pattern, orwith a definite (classical) diagnosis based upon the fol-
lowing predefined criteria: a GLA mutation (defined as any abnormality found in the GLA
gene) and ≤5% GLA activity (of the mean reference value in leucocytes, males only) with
≥1 characteristic FD sign or symptom (neuropathic pain, cornea verticillata, clustered
angiokeratoma) or increased plasma (lyso)Gb3 (in the classical male range) or a family
member with a definite diagnosis of FD carrying the same GLA mutation. A ‘negative
group’ consisted of patients with unexplained LVHwho did not fulfil the criteria of a definite
diagnosis of FD and therefore have a GVUS in the GLA gene (defined as a variant/mutation in
theGLAgeneof unknownclinical significance) inwhomabiopsyof an affectedorganexclud-
ed FD, or expression studies showed AGAL-A pseudo deficiency (p.D313Y) in index patients.
All data were gathered with (written) informed consent. Pre-treatment ECGs were retro-
spectively assessed by a single investigator (PP) using digitized ECGs and on-screen callipers
with the ImageJ program (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). Data on the following parameterswere
retrieved from 3 consecutive sinus beats: heart rate, P wave duration, PQ-interval, QRS-
duration and QT-interval, QTc [32], Sokolow–Lyon index to assess left ventricular hypertro-
phy and the sum of the QRS amplitudes in lead I + II + III b 1.5 mV [33,34] as well as a
Sokolow–Lyon index of b1.5 mV [35] to assess low voltages. All available echocardiography
and CMR reports (baseline and treatment) were retrospectively scored for the presence of
pericardial effusion, left ventricular outflow tract obstruction (LVOTO) and late enhancement
by gadolinium on CMR.

2.4. Delphi voting rounds

The procedure consisted of two voting rounds and a face-to-face meeting. During the
first voting round panellists received the results of the systematic review and validation
cohort. Throughanonline anonymous survey (Surveymonkey) they could criticize theva-
lidity of the pre-selected criteria [36]. Comments and new criteria could be added. Results
of the first round were reviewed, items were adapted or added and the results were pro-
vided during the second round. During the face-to-face meeting each criterion was
discussed and adapted when necessary. We admitted the possibility for supplementary
analyses in panellist's cohorts in case the panel would conclude that the level of
evidence of the pre-selected criteria is insufficient.

2.5 Statistical considerations: selection of final items in diagnostic algorithm

In keeping with previous studies [37] we decided to accept criteria in the diagnostic
algorithm onlywhen at least 75% of the panel agreed, and none of the panellists disagreed
(i.e. only two neutral votes were acceptable). To assess overall consensus, Cronbach's α
was calculated [38], with 0 indicating no consensus and 1 full consensus. The following
recommendations by Bland and Altman were applied: Cronbach's α should be above
0.9, but preferably above 0.95 for clinical applications [38]. SPSS version 19 was used for
statistical analyses.

3. Results

3.1. Delphi procedure and participants

Nine FD experts were invited to participate; seven FD experts
(FC, PE, DH, JT, GL, FW and MW) completed all three rounds. At the
face-to-face meeting, five experts were present and two were involved
by telephone.

3.2. Pre-selection of voting items: systematic review

To preselect voting items proposed to the panel, a systematic review
was performed. Our search retrieved 140 articles of which 88 were ex-
cluded (Supplementary Fig. 1). From the remaining 52 articles, 9 entry
or exit criteria were pre-selected (Table 1). A summary of all articles
reviewed and the results of the Dutch validation cohort were presented
to the panel (online supplementary data [39-47,72-77,89-126]).

3.3. Voting items

Overall consensus on all voting items, measured by Cronbach's α,
increased from 0.87 in round 1 to 0.97 and 0.99 in rounds 2 and 3,
respectively.

3.3.1. Definitions of a definite and uncertain diagnosis of FD
There was 100% agreement that a diagnosis of FD in patients pre-

senting with LVH only (defined as a MWT N 12 mm), cannot always
be made by biochemical (AGAL-A activity) and/or GLA mutation analy-
sis alone. To determine towhom the cardiac diagnostic algorithmwould
apply (i.e. the patients with an uncertain FD diagnosis) definitions of a
definite and uncertain FD diagnosis were made (see Table 2).

A definite diagnosis of FD (i.e. classical FD) was defined as follows: a
GLAmutationwith≤5%AGAL-A activity (of themeanof reference value
in leucocytes [48], in males only) with either ≥1 characteristic FD
symptom or sign or increased plasma (lyso)Gb3 (in the classical male
range) or a family member with a definite diagnosis of FD carrying the
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Table 2
Definitions of a definite and uncertain Fabry diagnosis.

Definite diagnosis of FD

Males

GLA mutation

+

AGAL–Adeficiency ≤5% of mean reference
value in leukocytes (39)

+

Females

GLA mutation

+

normal or deficient AGAL–A in leukocytes
(39)

+

A or B or C

A

≥1 characteristic FD sign/symptom (Fabry neuropathic pain, cornea verticillata or
clustered angiokeratoma)

B

(when available) an increase of plasma (lyso) Gb3 (within range of males with definite
FD diagnosis)

C

A family member with a definite FD diagnosis carrying the same GLA mutation

Uncertain diagnosis of FD in subjects presenting with a non–specific FD sign

Males/Females

All patients presenting with a non–specific FD sign (such as LVH, stroke at young age,
proteinuria) who do not fulfil the criteria for a definite diagnosis of FD have a GLA GVUS

Abbreviations: AGAL-A: lysosomal α-galactosidase A enzyme, GLA: α-galactosidase A
gene, GLA mutation: defined as any abnormality found in GLA gene, LVH: left ventricular
hypertrophy defines asMWT N 12 mm.GVUS: genetic variant of unknown significance, is
defined as a GLAmutation that has unknown clinical significance because it does not fulfil
the criteria of a definite diagnosis of FD.
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same GLA mutation. Patients presenting with LVH and a GLA mutation
not fulfilling these criteria have an uncertain diagnosis of FD.

3.3.2 Diagnostic biochemical analyses
AGAL-A deficiency should preferably be measured in leucocytes [48].

While this can reliably be established in other enzyme sources like dried
blood spots and plasma, leukocytes are superior in estimating residual
AGAL-A activity. Characteristic FD signs and symptoms should be
assessed by a physician with extensive experience in FD. Fabry neuro-
pathic pain was defined as pain in hands and/or feet with an onset of
pain in childhood or adolescence (i.e. b18 years of age), and/or a course
characterized by exacerbations that are provoked by fever, exercise or
heat, as well as a decreased cold sensation and an abnormal intra epider-
mal nerve fibre density [49]. Cornea verticillata should be evaluated in the
absence of amphiphilic drug use [50]. Clustered angiokeratoma should
be present in the bathing trunk, peri-umbilical and/or peri-oral regions
(for examples see [51,52]).

Plasma (lyso)Gb3 assays are not widely available but are very
helpful when elevated to the level as found in classically affected
males, e.g. with the assay used at the AMC either plasma lysoGb3 values
of N50 nmol/L (normal reference range 0.3–0.5 nmol/L) or plasma Gb3
values of N2.9 nmol/mL (normal reference range, 0.45–2.46 nmol/mL)
[53]. However, because different assays of plasma (lyso)Gb3 are
available, no laboratory independent cut-off values could be generated.

3.3.3 Gold standard for a diagnosis of FD in uncertain cases is EMB
The panellists all agreed that the gold standard for a diagnosis of FD in

subjects presentingwith a non-specific FD sign (such as LVH, renal failure,
proteinuria) and an uncertain diagnosis of FD (Table 2) is the demonstra-
tion of characteristic storage in the affected organ (e.g. heart, kidney, aside
fromskin) by electronmicroscopy analysis, according to the judgement of
an experienced pathology team. Storage should preferably be evaluated
in the affected organ, as the expected diagnostic yield of skin biopsies in
non-classical FDpatients is low.While themajority of classical FDpatients
demonstrate a ubiquitous storage pattern including dermal storage [54,
55], studies in patientswith non-classical FD (or cardiac variant) illustrate
that storage is restricted to the endomyocardium [21,56–58]. In addition,
other explanations for the cardiomyopathy might be found on
endomyocardial biopsy (EMB). So in case a patient, presenting with a
non-specific sign such as LVH, does not fulfil the diagnostic criteria for a
definite diagnosis of FD, but has a confirmative biopsy, the diagnosis is
considered definite and defined as non-classical, biopsy proven FD
(Fig. 1). In otherwords, a GLAmutation can be considered disease causing
if the patient fulfils the definite FD diagnostic criteria, or if in a symptom-
atic patient not fulfilling the definite diagnostic criteria, a characteristic
storage pattern in the affected organ is demonstrated.

Characteristic storage was defined as concentric multi-lamellated
myelin bodies with a zebra-like pattern (zebra bodies) with a periodicity
of approximately 5 nm [59], in the absence of drug use known to induce
these inclusion bodies (such as chloroquine or amiodarone [50,60]).
Although these inclusion bodies can be found in other lysosomal storage
Table 1
Summary of pre-selected criteria, with sensitivity and specificity calculation.

Fabry diagnosis Entry criteria Se
%

ECG PQ interval minus P wave duration b 40 ms (35) 82

Corrected PQ interval b 144 ms (35) 82
PQ b 120 ms (35) 24

Cardiac echocardiography Increased papillary muscle
-LV wall ≥ 12 mm 75
-When LV wall is N13 mm (39) 10

CMR

Abbreviations: CMR: cardiac magnetic resonance imaging, ECG: electrocardiogram, LV: left v
hypertrophy, ND: no data, prev.: prevalence, sens.: sensitivity, spec.: specificity.
disorders [61–63], there is no clinical overlap and therefore these inclu-
sions are considered specific in the context of a clinical presentation
compatible with FD.

Following the protocol of the Association of European Cardiovascular
Pathology and Society for Cardiovascular Pathology, a minimum of 5
endomyocardial fragments should be obtained for electron microscopy
(EM) and light microscopy (LM) analysis (for a detailed description of
processing biopsymaterial see [63]). As the storage pattern in FD is diffuse
throughout the ventricles, EMB can be performed in both ventricles [14,
56,64,65]. Furthermore, it was concluded that in patients with an uncer-
tain diagnosis of FD, genetic (over) expression studies are informative
(especially in females without an affected male family member), but
cannot be used as a gold standard for a diagnosis of FD.
3.3.4 Exit and entry criteria on ECG, echocardiography, CMR to exclude or
confirm FD

Table 1 shows the nine criteria that were pre-selected based on the
systematic review. The supplementary data shows all criteria that
were analysed (n = 20) and the reasons for inclusion or rejection.
n. Spec.
%

Exit criteria Prev.
%

99 Low voltages: Sokolow–Lyon index of ≤1.5 mV
total QRS amplitude in I, II, III b 1.5 mV (33, 35)

0

90
100

Severe LVH without right ventricle hypertrophy (40) ND
86

0 ND
LVOTO ( (41-43) 0
Pericardial effusion (33) 0
Late enhancement in papillary muscles (43-47) 0

entricle, LVOTO: left ventricular outflow tract obstruction (in rest), LVH: left ventricular
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Most criteria were not selected because they were not specific enough
e.g. specificity b 90% (concentric LVH, binary sign, myocardial infero–
postero–lateral late enhancement), they were insufficiently compared
to other subtypes of HCM (global and circumferential strain pattern,
thoracal aortic dilatation), there were no clear cut-off values available
to discern FD from other subtypes of HCM (increased T2 relaxation
time on CMR, extracellular volume measurement on CMR), or they
were not reproducible (short p-wave on ECG). Furthermore, the expert
panel suggested ‘severe LVH at young age’ as an exit criterion for a
diagnosis of FD.

The panel rejected seven of the pre-selected criteria. The main reason
for rejection was unsatisfactory data on specificity; specificity was based
on limited studies with small cohorts (PQ minus P wave b 40 ms,
corrected PQ interval b 144 ms, hypertrophied papillary muscle), criteria
were insufficiently compared to other subtypes of HCM (hypertrophied
papillarymuscle, severe LVHwithout RVH, late enhancement in papillary
muscle), or the criterion was negated by the data of our validation cohort
(PQ minus P wave b 40 ms). Other reasons were imprecise and/or
impractical tool in daily practice (PQ minus P wave b 40 ms, corrected
PQ interval b 144 ms, severe LVH without RVH), or the presence of con-
comitant disease possibly inducing this criterion (LVOTO, pericardial
effusion).

3.4 Supplementary cohort analyses on exit and entry criteria

The panel concluded that three criteria possibly qualified for the diag-
nostic algorithm, but required additional analyses: “PQ interval b 120ms”
as an entry criterion, and “severe LVH at young age” and “presence of ab-
normally low voltages on ECG (defined as the total sumof the QRS ampli-
tude in I, II, III b 1.5 mV) [34]” as exit criteria. Therefore, additional
baseline ECGs and echocardiographic data were gathered from Dutch,
German and Italian FD cohorts. All available patients fulfilling the criteria
for a definite (classical) diagnosis (see Table 2) and those with a non-
classical, biopsy proven diagnosis were included. At least all index
patients of non-classical families (n=5) showed evidence of a character-
istic storage pattern in an affected organ in kidney or heart (7 out of 15
patients had a confirmative biopsy), within families the pathogenicity of
a mutation was extrapolated to family members carrying the same GLA
Fig. 1. Proposal for a diagnostic algorithm for subjects presenting with isolated LVH and an un
**see Table 2, ***low voltages on ECG defined as the total sum of the amplitude of the QRS comp
EM: electron microscopy, FD: Fabry disease, GLA: α-galactosidase A gene.
mutation. Patients with an uncertain diagnosis of FD in whom no biopsy
was available (or of any family member) were excluded. An exception
wasmade for patients with a p.N215SGLAmutationwho only had a con-
firmatory histology in 1 of 11 patients. The pathogenicity of this mutation
is well-established: this is a prevalent mutation associated with a non-
classical phenotype of which confirmative histology has been described
in several papers [14,65–68]. In addition, an Italian HCM cohort was
investigated (defined as maximal wall thickness (MWT), ≥15 mm)
in which a diagnosis of FD was ruled out either by mutation analysis
(females) or AGAL-A activity (males). All data were gathered with
informed consent following the Declaration of Helsinki.

3.4.1 Severe LVH at young age excludes FD
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the baseline IVSd thickness in 69 FD

patients (27 males, 90% classical phenotype, median age of 18 years,
range of 5–25). The maximum IVSd thickness was 15 mm. The highest
value was found in a 24 year old classically affected male. The panel
decided that a cut-off IVSd thickness of N15 mm below 20 years could
serve as an exit criterion for FD (Fig. 2).

3.4.2 Abnormally low voltages on ECG excludes FD
In 158 adult FD patients (see Table 3 for baseline characteristics) the

presence of abnormally low voltages on ECGwas 0.6% (n= 1). This sin-
gle female patient with a classical FD phenotype also had a concomitant
phospholambanmutation (p.Arg14del) causing a dilated cardiomyopa-
thy, which probably caused her abnormally low voltages on ECG [69]. In
5% (n= 3/66) of an ItalianHCMcohort abnormally low voltages on ECG
were present. As abnormally low voltages were found in this HCM co-
hort, and also in other subtypes of HCM [33], but not in FD patients,
the panel decided that the presence of low voltages on ECG b 1.5 mV
could be used to exclude a diagnosis of FD, which was implemented in
the diagnostic algorithm (Fig. 1).

3.4.3 Red flag to suspect FD: PQ interval of b120 ms in FD
In a subset of 84 FD patients, the presence of a short PQ interval was

investigated. Their baseline characteristicswere comparable to the total
FD cohort. Fifteen percent (n = 13/84) of the adult FD patients (n = 5
certain diagnosis of FD. *LVH: left ventricular hypertrophy defined as an MWTd N 12 mm,
lex in I, II, III b 1.5 mV [34], ****severe LVHwas defined as aMWT N 15mm. Abbreviations:



Table 3
Red flags suggestive of a diagnosis of FD. These criteria make a diagnosis of FD likely, but
are not fully specific for FD.

Red flags to suspect Fabry disease

ECG PQ interval b 120 ms (35)
Sinus bradycardia (33, 35, 39)

Echocardiography Hypertrophied papillary muscle (39)
CMR Myocardial late enhancement infero–postero–lateral

region (43-47, 72-77)
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males, n= 5with LVH) had a PQ interval b 120ms, themajority having
a classical phenotype (n = 12/13). Thirteen percent of the FD patients
with LVH and 18% without LVH had a PQ interval of b 120 ms. In the
HCM cohort 7% (n = 4/60) had a PQ interval of b120 ms. In addition,
shortening of PQ interval has been described in glycogen storage disor-
ders [70] such as Danon disease [71]. Danon disease can present with a
late onset cardiomyopathy. Therefore, the panel concluded that a PQ
interval b 120ms is not specific enough to be included in the diagnostic
algorithm.

The panel considered the presence of a PQ interval b 120 ms, sinus
bradycardia, hypertrophied papillary muscle, myocardial late enhance-
ment in the infero–postero–lateral region (Table 4) useful in daily prac-
tice as a red flag to suspect a diagnosis of FD, but the data on specificity
were insufficient to include these criteria in the diagnostic algorithm.

4. Discussion

Among an international group of experts a consensus was reached
on a diagnostic algorithm for patients presenting with isolated LVH
and an uncertain diagnosis of FD, harbouring a GVUS in the GLA gene.
First of all, a consensus on definitions of a definite and an uncertain
diagnosis was reached, emphasizing that in cases with an uncertain,
non-classical phenotype, enzymatic or genetic tests cannot always
confirm a definite diagnosis of FD. In these uncertain cases, additional
studies are warranted. Agreement was reached that in these cases
histology of the heart should be considered as the gold standard for a di-
agnosis of FD; an endomyocardial biopsy (EMB) showing characteristic
lamellated inclusion bodies on electron microscopy, with a periodicity
of approximately 5 nm [59], in the absence of drug use known to induce
a similar storage pattern.

In the literature, many characteristics of FD cardiomyopathy, with
regard to ECG and cardiac imaging, have been claimed. This is the first
time that a systematic analysis of the specificity of these criteria has
been reviewed and studied for replication for their usefulness in a diag-
nosis of Fabry disease. None of the criteria were specific enough (N90%)
to be used as an entry criterion, i.e. a test that confirms a definite
diagnosis of FD. After confirmation in a relatively large international
Fabry disease cohort, two items were identified that could be used as
exit criteria i.e. a test that can exclude FD. These were the presence
of abnormally low voltages on ECG and severe LVH at young age
(MWTd N 15 mm below the age of 20 years). However, in most cases
with LVH and an uncertain FD diagnosis, an EMB should be performed.
This conclusion is not new and has already been proposed by both the
Association of European Cardiovascular Pathology and the Society for
Cardiovascular Pathology [63]. The proposed diagnostic criteria comple-
ment these recommendations by giving a detailed prescription inwhich
cases EMB iswarranted. It more specifically emphasizes that in a clinical
context compatible with FD, in the absence of medication use inducing
FD-like storage, EM analysis of an affected organ is considered as the
gold standard. Although the performance of EMBs is already endorsed
by some institutions and (FD screening) studies [14,17,18,22,65,78,
Fig. 2. Distribution of interventricular septum thickness in diastole (IVSd) in FD patients'
age of ≤25 years (n = 67).
79], many did not [7,8,15,80] or performed EMB without EM analysis
[9,17].

Safety issues often restrain clinicians from performing EMB. The
serious adverse event rate of EMB is reported to be 0.12–2% [63,65,
81]. In our opinion this does not outweigh the importance of a correct
diagnosis. It should be stressed, however, that EMB should only be per-
formed in experienced hands in symptomatic patients, after extensive
diagnostic work-up has been performed.

Although genetic testing for FD has become part of routine diagnos-
tic tests in some cases, in patients with unexplained LVH other more
common diseases should be excluded first (for review see [20]). The
presence of low voltages on ECG and severe LVH in young patients
should discourage physicians to screen for FD. While we were unable
to determine non-invasive tests that could prove a diagnosis of FD,
there are several criteria that can serve as a red flag and raise clinical
suspicion of FD (Table 4). Of note, some of these criteria can demon-
strate a dynamic behaviour in the course of FD's cardiomyopathy. For
instance, the presence of left atrial dilatation confounds the presence
of short PQ intervals, and cardiac fibrosis can be more prominent in
later disease stages, suggesting that the sensitivity and specificity can
be variable throughout the disease course. As part of the diagnostic
work-up, a careful history of drug use, such as amiodarone, chloroquine
or tamoxifen, needs to be recorded [50,60]. These drugs are capable to
induce a similar storage pattern as seen in FD. As amiodarone is widely
used in cardiology practice, EMB will not be a panacea for all uncertain
FD cases. Furthermore, should characteristic storage on EMB be found
(confirming FD), it cannot predict the disease course. This especially
holds for family members of a subject with a non-classical, but biopsy
proven diagnosis of FD. They may have a milder disease course or
even remain asymptomatic [66,68,82], depending on each individual
genetic and environmental background. Also, when a characteristic
storage pattern in an affected organ is found, this cannot automatically
be extrapolated to other non-specific signs in other organs in a family
member carrying the same GLA mutation.

This study has several limitations. First of all, the criteria for a defi-
nite diagnosis of FD applied here are quite strict. For instance, we agreed
that the level of plasma (lyso)Gb3 needs to be in the range of classically
affected males, instead of two standard deviations above the mean ref-
erence value, to fulfil the criteria of a definite diagnosis. We know that
the diagnostic sensitivity of plasma lysoGb3 in classical FD patients is
high [23]. In addition, several centres have published mass spectromet-
ric methods capable to detect even small increases of lysoGb3 above
normal [83–86]. A classification of pathogenicity of GLA mutations
based on plasma lysoGb3 levels has recently been proposed [25]. In
our experience slightly elevated levels of lysoGb3 are often found in
non-classical patients with a biopsy proven diagnosis of FD [87]. How-
ever, the use of plasma lysoGb3 to identify non-classical FD patients
with certainty needs further validation. We need additional data to
prove that these small increases are always accompanied by the charac-
teristic storage pattern on EM in tissue biopsies. If so, tissue biopsies
might become superfluous. Secondly, not all non-classical patients
have had a confirmative biopsy. Of the included families, at least all
index patients showed a characteristic storage pattern of an affected
organ and we assume that this result can be extrapolated to family
members with the same GLA mutation. This is supported by a study
showing characteristic storage pattern throughout non-classical

image of Fig.�2


Table 4
Baseline characteristics of FD and HCM patients for supplementary data analysis.

FD patients
n = 158

HCM patients
n = 66

Male/female, % (n) 38 (59)/62 (97) 49 (35)/51 (57)
Age median [years] (range) 43 (18–90) 52 (20–80)
Classical/non-classical phenotype with a positive biopsy, % (n) 84 (132)/17 (26, n = 11 p.N215S)
IVSd/MWTd [mm]
median (range)

12 (6–28)
n = 4 missing data

20 (15–44)
n = 4 missing data

IVSd/MWTd N 12 mm, % (n) 42 (64/154) 100
IVSd/MWT ≥ 15 mm, % (n) 23 (36/154) 100
ECG low voltages of b1.5 mV, % (n) 0.6 (1/158) 5 (3/66)
ECG PQ b 120 ms, % (n) 15 (13/84) 7 (4/60)

n = 6 missing due to AF

Abbreviations: AF: atrialfibrillation, FD: Fabrydisease, HCM: hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, IVSd: interventricular septum thickness in diastole,MWTd:maximalwall thickness in diastole.
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families [87]. Even if this would have led to the inclusion of non-Fabry
patients, this would not have altered our conclusions, because this
would not have led to a higher number of false negatives: i.e. FD patients
in whom one of the exit criteria is present.

Another limitation of this study was the small size of the expert
panel. We specifically sought the expertise of FD cardiologists for the
panel, but only few cardiologists have specific interest in this rare dis-
ease. Lastly, the diagnostic algorithm provides a snapshot of currently
available data. After the consensus meeting interesting study results
were published, showing that a low signal on CMR T1 mapping of the
septum was considered highly specific for FD patients with LVH [88].
Unfortunately, we have not yet been able to validate this in non-
classical FD patients presenting with LVH. Many of the investigated
criteria on ECG, CMR, or echocardiography were rejected because of
low level of evidence. As soon as some of these criteria have been stud-
ied in larger cohorts, in non-classical patients with LVH and compared
to other subtypes of HCM, the diagnostic algorithm should be updated.

Many screening studies suggest that the identification of FD patients
is beneficial as (early) ERT treatment can be initiated [7–9,12–16]. We
would like to emphasize that this assumption is not sufficiently sup-
ported by evidence. The natural history and effects of ERT in non-
classical, biopsy proven FD patients (i.e. late onset, cardiac and renal
variants) are currently still unclear and should be the focus of future re-
search. Up to then, non-classical FD patients should be fully informed
over the lack of evidence of benefits of ERT at this stage, and its initiation
should be considered on an individual basis and onlywith their consent.
Furthermore, we should be reluctant to perform population screening
(especially in new-borns), while individual screening in patients
presenting with a HCM may be beneficial.

5. Conclusions

This study presents a diagnostic algorithm for patients presenting
with unexplained LVH (MWT N 12 mm) with an uncertain diagnosis
of FD. Via a Delphi procedure a consensus was reached on general diag-
nostic criteria for a definite diagnosis of FD. The gold standard was
defined as characteristic storage in an endomyocardial biopsy on elec-
tron microscopy. The presence of abnormally low voltages on ECG and
severe LVH (MWT N 15 mm)b20 years can exclude FD and should dis-
courage physicians to screen for FD. This algorithm aims to generate a
structured approach for all subjects identified in screening studies
with an uncertain diagnosis of FD.
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